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Abstract

The paper propose method of construction of the computer medical system of
disgnostic in wich to separate clusters for each class and the subsequent learning
of intersection zones of such standards of classes is offered. While creation real
applied pattern recognition systems the resulting working dictionary of charac-
teristics often is empty or it doesn’t allow to get compact clusters separation
in multidimensional space. As the result there is necessity to develop suitable
clustering mechanism as well as clusters intersection investigations.

1 Introduction
Presence of supposed medical errors at setting the diagnosis in emergency situations
specifies that today the problem of creation computer medical systems of diagnostics
is still actual.

At arrival in hospital, the patient is inspected on the defined set of features. This
set will contains common features and feature set which depends on the suspected
diagnosis. Doctor makes diagnostic solution based on the the medical knowledge, the
accumulated experience and, even, intuitions.

Presence of a set of parameters demands from the person of abilities simultaneously
to analyze and compare a great many of various features that is not always possible.
Therefore the diagnosing computer system should help the doctor to fulfil setting the
diagnosis with high accuracy and in a short time period based on observable signs.

To create the automized system of diagnostics the various approaches are offered.
They are based on such mechanisms as : neuronic technologies, solutions trees . There
also approaches that use means of applied statistics [1, 2, 4, 5, 7].

Research has shown, that actually the same technological model is used at setting
the diagnosis with usage of mathematical methods. The a priori data is passed on
an entrance of the automized system of diagnostics. It is information about states of
patients with a considered pathology, which has been accumulated for a long time. In
other words, there is classed learning sampling (CLS). Also the a priori dictionary of
features (ADF) is defined. And there are information about inspections of the patient,
for which is necessary to diagnose.

Any model provides the definition of the working dictionary of features(WDF) that
divide formal images of patients in multivariate character space, construction of mea-
surement standards of classes, then the comparative analysis of the obtained outcomes
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of inspection of the patient with values from learning sampling. And, finally, reference
of the patient to the one of groups of patients with the defined disease. The process
of construction of the a priori dictionary of features has subjective character as grows
out from research works of the expert or a group of experts. Thus usage of weakly
informative features distorts obtained results of a recognition. But even construction
of standards for classes based on known algorithms with usage of the WDF does not
give not intersected clusters separation [6].

In the given paper the algorithm of construction of separate clusters for each class
and the subsequent learning of intersection zones of such standards of classes is offered.

2 Method description
There is a classed learning sampling B, which is represented by the table of sort "object
- property". Each row of such table contains the data of the patient which is described
with the help of features from ADF. For each patient it is possible find out the class
it belongs to. Patients are divided into classes according to diagnoses. Each class
formally is described by separate matrix.

Signs from the ADF, at first, do not allow to divide unambiguously group of patients
into not intersected classes in n-dimensional character space. Therefore research for
their selfdescriptiveness is necessary. Second, features are varied, iow because of their
numerical nature they concern to quantitative and quality indicators that demands
different mechanisms of feature analysis. To separate features on informative and not
informative appropriate statistical tests of homogeneity can be used.

If, for example, in the joined sampling the degree of variation of an feature is not
significant, such indication signifies is homogeneous and behaves equally in all classes,
that is is not separating, it is eliminated from WDF. Further, if for the staying features
the condition satisfies: at intergroup paired matching the feature strongly varies, then
this feature is considered informative and added to the WDF. Practical calculations
show, that WDF can appear empty. Empty WDF specifies that additional research is
necessary [3].

On the basis of obtained WDF, matrixes of classes are compressed, standards for
classes and formal pattern of each patient are created. This pattern is an appropriate
cluster in multidimensional character space. Distances between all possible pairs of
patterns are calculated also for each class and stored in special table of distances of
sort “key-value”, where is key means pair of patterns and value is the distance between
patterns. After that starting from any pattern of the class, using the calculated table
of distances, search for the nearest pattern is performed. The radius equal to half of
distance between the initial pattern and searched nearest pattern is used to describe
the orbs around of these points and around of the auxiliary pattern placed in the the
middle between them. Both (initial and auxiliary) points and radiuses of their orbs,
are stored in the special table of radiuses and are excluded from the next steps of
algorythm.

Then search for the nearest pattern for the second pattern from previous step is
performed. On the same manner the radius of an orb for points from the pair is
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calculated. By radius of an orb for the second and auxiliary points it is selected
maximum of the radiuses obtained on previous and on current step, the second and
auxiliary points with this maximum radius are saved in the table of radiuses, and
excluded from next steps. For the rest of points the orbs of the class are calculated in
the same way. Finally, cluster of the class is described by the special table of radiuses.
Join of the constructed orbs represents a cluster of the given class.

The constructed clusters are researched for a relative positioning. Ideal it is con-
sidered that case when clusters are not intersected. Otherwise, zones of suppression
of clusters and types of these zones are taped: "gray" zone - area of an intersection
of orbs of points from some two and only two different classes, area of an intersection
of orbs of points from more than two classes “black”zone. Zones of other classes are
“filled”in other colors.
For detection of zones and their types paired matching for distances between points
of classes is performed. For example, at research of areas of an intersection of some
clusters C1 and C2, for some pattern ci

1 a cluster C1 the nearest pattern of a cluster
C2 is searched. If value of distance R (ci

1, cj
2) between these points does not exceed

the sum of their radiuses ri
1 and rj

2, accordingly, then it is concluded that clusters C1

and C2 have areas of an intersection. If thus in the third cluster C3 there will be such
the nearest to a pattern ci

1 a pattern cl
3, that satisfies a condition of an intersection of

all three orbs of points ci
1, cj

2 and cl
3 then their common area is "black" zone. As soon

as one “black”zone is discovered then the corresponding flag about it is introduced and
the process of research of clusters is completed, thus all existing flags about presence of
“gray”zones are deleted. Otherwise, area of an intersection of orbs of points ci

1 and cj
2 -

is “gray”zone. The flag about new "gray" zones between considered clusters is created
and research proceeds. The process of compare repeats until there will be “black”zone,
or there exist not processed pairs of points.

During diagnosis recognition for the new patient inspections are compressed ac-
cording to WDF. The formal pattern x in multidimensional character space is created.
Further the pattern nearest to it ck

j is searched in clusters. Then if x hits in radius of
a pattern ck

j and there are no flags about “gray/black”zones it is concluded that the
pattern x belongs to a cluster Ck, and, therefore it belongs to the class which describes
the given cluster. If there is a flag about presence of “gray”zones in appropriate cluster
C the pattern ci is searched, the nearest to ck

j . If orbs of these points are intersected,
and the pattern x lays in the field of their intersection then for a pattern x speak, that
it cannot be unambiguously referred to the one of given classes and additional research
for “gray”zones is necessary, otherwize the pattern concerns to a cluster Ck. At pres-
ence of a “black”zone flag it is checked, whether the pattern x belong to “black”zone,
and if it so then to lead additional supervision over the patient is required.

3 Conclusion
The offered method can be used for creation of the automized system of diagnostics of
an acute appendicitis for children. In this case the system should help to make solution
on necessity of carrying out of a surgical intervention concerning deleting an appendix.
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Here the a priori data are divided into three classes: not operated patients with not
destructive form of an appendicitis, it is erratic operated patients, operated patients
with the confirmed destructive form of an appendicitis.

The first approbation of application of traditional methods of separating has shown,
that separating attributes have not appeared. That is why the mechanism of research
of all zones of crossings and the organization of storage of such information is necessary
for the decision of a problem.
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